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The reluctance motor is one of the very few devices found in elec-
trical machinery about which little has been written. A search into 
the available sources of information yields small results. In fact the 
very name is seldom mentioned. Since the reluctance motor operates at 
relatively low efficiency and power factor, compared to the excited 
synchronous motors, its application is confined to cases wherein these 
considerations are of minor importance. 
General information about the reluctance motor is given in Chapter I 
Part I. More specific information about the polyphase reluctance motor 
is included in Chapter I Part II. Although this thesis is primarily 
concerned with the polyphase reluctance motor, it was thought desirable 
to give the reader in Chapter I Part III a brief knowledge of the single-
phase reluctance motor due to its widespread use. 
This thesis was confined to the polyphase reluctance motor since 
it lent itself readily for analysis with the available laboratory equip-
ment. 
Any synchronous d-c excited salient pole a-c machine will operate 
on the reluctance principle. Consequently, a three-phase Westinghouse 
(a-c generator) No. 4,887,398 was chosen as the machine to be tested 
for operation as a three phase reluctance motor. The results of this 
test are tabulated and discussed in Chapter IV. 
Chapter II gives a magnetic interpretation of the phenomena taking 
place in the stator and rotor of the reluctance motor. 
iv 
Theoretical development for predicting the performance of the three-
phase reluctance motor composes Chapter Ill. Great emphasis is based on 
obtaining an accurate interpretation of fundamental quantities. 
Finally, a comparison is made between the results as calculated by 
the developed theoretical equations and those obtained from the experi-
mental test. 
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A reluctance motor operates by virtue of a variation in the reluc-
tance of the magnetic path. Since1t runs at synchronous speed without 
any d-c field excitation it is widely used in applications requiring 
constant speed. Its use in synchronous clocks is only one of many exam-
ples. 
The reluctance motor starts as an induction motor regardless of 
whether it is of the single phase or of the polyphase variety. In the 
case of the small single phase motor the squirrel cage rotor serves as 
the starting mechanism. Starting is achieved in a similar manner on the 




Polyphase Reluctance Motor 
The ordinary salient pole polyphase motor operating at synchronous 
speed will continue to function if the excitation is removed. When oper-
ating in this manner it is known as a reluctance motor. As far as the 
principle of operation is concerned the stator winding may be any one of 
a number of standard types. In order to start the motor from standstill, 
some type of starting winding must be incorporated such as a damper wind-
ing, so that the motor may start on the induction motor principle. 
Usually the saliency of the rotor is obtained by filing or milling 
flats on an ordinary squirrel cage rotor. Tests on these machines show 
that pull-out torque changes very little as a result of cutting the flats. 
However, the flats greatly increase the cogging tendency and thereby 
reduce the minimum starting torque. With this type of motor its synchron-
ous pull-out torque is approximately one-third the induction motor pull-
out torque. As a result of this, small motors operating under the reluc-
tance principle are rated at only one-half or one-third that obtained 
when operating as an inductance motor. Usually to obtain a rating as 
large as one-half the iron parts must be worked much harder. 
The speed at which synchronization takes place depends upon· the iner-
tia of the rotating mass, i.e. the inertia of the rotor plus that of the 
load. This may be deduced from the following discussion. An accelerating 
torque is exerted when the rotor pole passes and lags behind zero to one-
half pole pitch of the rotating magnetic field. However, when the rotor 
pole lags more than one-half but less than one pole pitch of the rotating 
magnetic field a retarding torque is produced which tends to decelerate 
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the rotor. While the motor is starting, the squirrel cage or damper wind-
ing accelerates the rotor. 
When synchronous speed is approached, the salient poles of the rotor 
slip by the poles of the rotor at a progressively slower speed. During 
the interval when the rotor pole lags the rotating magnetic field from 
zero to one-half magnetic pole pitch the rotor must be accelerated enough 
in order to enable it to reach synchronous speed otherwise it will slip 
to a position between one-half pole and one pole and immediately be decel-
erated with a consequent reduction in speed. When continual slipping 
occurs the average reluctance torque becomes zero. The amount of energy 
which the reluctance effect must contribute to the rotor in order to affect 
synchronization is therefore dependent upon the total rotating inertia and 
the maximum speed which the motor can attain while operating as an induc-
tion motor. Since the maximum speed is related to ·the rotor resistance, 
the latter is very important in detennining whether synchronization may 
be attained. 
In the case of induction motors a low resistance rotor gives maximum 
torque at low values of slip. Increasing the rotor resistance causes the 
maximum torque to occur at larger values of slip. If the starting torque 
is about the same as the full load torque, the rotor resistance should be 
low enough to provide sufficient torque in order to enable the rotor to 
approach close to synchronous speed and yet great enough to provide suf-
ficient starting torque. If the required starting torque is high compared 
to the full load torque, the rotor resistan~e should be larger than in the 
previous case. 
As would be expected the rotor resistance does not affect the reluc-
tance torque once the rotor poles have locked in with the rotating magnetic 
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poles. However, for good pull-in torque characteristic, the rotor resis-
tance should be low. 
The result of milling the flats on the rotor is to cause a cogging 
effect. This may be minimized by skewing the flats. 
Efficiency and power-factor of the polyphase reluctance motor is 
slightly less than the performance of the same motor operated as an induc-
tion motor at one-third full load. 
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PART III 
Single Phase Reluctance Motor 
In the single phase nonexcited synchronous motor the rotors are of 
the ordinary squirrel cage type with flats milled on them. The total 
area of the flats is approximately 40 per cent of the total cylindrical 
area of the rotor before the flats are milled. The rotor resistance 
rings and the conductors in the flat part are sometimes partially but not 
entirely removed. 
The stator consists of two windings in space quadrature. One wind-
ing is used as a starting winding and is connected in series with the cen-
trjfugal starting switch and a resistor or capacitor depending upon 
whether it is of the split-phase or capacitor starting type. Sometimes 
the starting winding is used with a two value capacitor where both are 
used for starting and one for running. The remaining winding is used at 
all times. 
As in the case of the polyphase reluctance motor, the single phase 
reluctance motor develops about one-third as much horsepower as when 
operating as an induction motor. Cogging tendencies are much greater 
than in the case of polyphas~ reluctance motor since the starting torque 
is so much less, However, for the same reason cogging is not so marked 





An understandi-ng of the present day theory of ferromagnetism is of 
great help in detennining why the polyphase motor is able to operate. 
Since there is no d-c field excitation, the operation of the motor at 
synchronous speed can only be explained in terms of the basic concepts 
of magnetism. 
The atom is believed to consist of a nucleus surrounded by plane-
tary electrons. These planetary electrons are found in discrete shells. 
For iron there are 4 principal shells. There are a maximum of 2,8,18, 
and 32 electrons possible in shells 1-4 respectively where the number 
one corresponds to the shell closest to the nucleus. In many elements 
the maximum allowable number of electrons in a shell is not attained 
before the next outer shell begins filling. The iron atom is one in 
which not all of its shells are filled. It has 2, 8, 14, and 2 electrons 
in shells one to four respectively. The periodic system of the elements 
is formed by beginning with hydrogen, the lightest of elements, and 
adding planetary electrons in the innermost shell. Refer to Figure II-I 
to see how many additional electrons are required to fonn a new element. 
Notice in particular, that iron is obtained by adding 6 electrons in the 
third ring of the third shell. Five of these electrons are spinning in 
a positive direction and the remaining one is spinning in the negative 
direction. Consequently, there is an unbalance of 4 positive spins. 
Ferromagnetism is believed to be intimately connected with the building 
up of the third shell. If one more planetary electron is added, the 
iron is transformed into cobalt, and now only 3 excess spins result. 
Pertinent to the addition of planetary electrons is the simultaneous 































For many years magnetism was believed to be the result of the 
electrons moving in orbits around the nucleus. However, as a result 
of observations of spectral lines, the spectro,Scopists suggested that 
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each electron was also spinning about its own axis. Thus each electron 
acts as a small gyroscope having a definite magnetic moment on account 
of its moving eleetrical charge and a definite angular momentum on 
account of its mass. The ratio of these two quantities has been found 
to have a specific value. Due to the orbital motion the electrons posses 
an additional -magnetic moment and angular moment. However, in this case 
the ratio is only one-half that in the previous case. 
The existence of the magnetic and mechanical moments and the deter-
mination of the ratio between them was obtained by the Barnett experiment. 
This consists of hanging a rod of iron from a fine suspension and sudden-
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Gyroscopic action (left), force F produces rotation R 
Gyromagnetic effect (right), field H produces rotation R 
FIGURE II - 2 
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The explanation is that application of the applied field causes the 
elementary magnets to be turned more nearly parallel with the axis of 
the rod, thereby causing the net angular momentum to be parallel to that 
axis. For stability to ensue, the action must be balanced by an equal 
and opposite reaction. Hence, the suspension twists, thereby supplying 
the reaction. From this experiment it may be deduced that a change in 
magnetism is a result of the change of spin direction and not a change 
in orientation of the whole electron orbit. 
PART II 
Atomic Forces 
In order for an element to be ferromagnetic, it is necessary that 
there be uncompensated spins which are parallel in neighboring atoms. 
If this parallelism is to be attained, it is necessary that the diameter 
of an atom bear the proper ratio to the diameter of the electron shell 
which has the uncompensated spins. This follows from the fact that the 
electron spins and charges influence each other to an amount depending 
upon the distance between them. This influence is known as the "exchange". 
In ferromagnetic materials the ratio must be greater than 1.5. The forces 
of exchange are purely electrostatic in origin since they are the result 
of eleetric charges distribttted in space in a definite way. The ex-
change forces act to keep the spins parallel while thermal forces attempt 
to prevent this alignment. As the temperature is increased the thermal 
forces increase until a point is reached where they prevail over the 
exchange forces, thereby causing the material to cease being ferromag-
netic. This temperature is known as the Curie point. The height of 
this point is a measure of the exchange. 
The ultimate magnetism or saturation value depends upon the number 
of excess electron spins and also upon the exchange forces, since this 
detennines the final number of electron spins which can be oriented para-
llel to the field. Roughly, it may be said to depend upon the product 
of the exchange and the number of uncompensated spins in the atom. This 
agrees with the fact that iron-cobalt alloys have a higher saturation 
value than iron. 
The larger the forces of exchange are, the easier it is to align 
the excess spins of neighboring atoms. In ferromagnetic materials the 
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exchange forces are so large that spins in small regions are parallel 
even without the application of an external magnetic field. However, 
this parallelism does not extend over the whole specimen. Experiments 
have shown these regions to have the volume of a cube whose edge is about 
0.001 inches. This small volume, known as a domain, is magnetized to 
saturation. Any given specimen would be composed of a great many of 
these domains. In unmagnetized material the domains are equally oriented 
in all directions so that the total magnetism is zero. 
The existence of these domains has been experimentally verified by 
the Barkhausen effect. This is done by gradually increasing the magnetic 
field around the specimen and simultaneously listening to the output of 
a telephone receiver connected to a coil wound around the specimen. As 
the field is increased a series of clicks are heard. Each click corres-
ponds to a reversal of magnetism in the cube .• 
PART III 
Crystal Structure 
During recent years means for controlling grain size have been 
developed so that it is now possible to produce single crystals large 
enough to perform experiments on one such crystal. 
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In a crystal the atoms are arranged in a regular form. Each atom 
may be thought of as a small magnet due to the spinning electrons and 
also to the orbital motion of the electrons. Consequently, some direc-
tions of magnetization are more stable than others. For iron the most 
stable direction is the cube edge, while for nickel it is the cube 
diagonal. 
The electrostatic exchange forces are responsible for lining the 
spins parallel to each other. However, it is the crystal forces which 
determine the direction of parallelism. Crystal forces are very weak 
compared to the exchange forces. As small a field as 1,000 oersteds 
will redirect the spins of an entire group of atoms. However, in the 
absence of exchange forces it would take 10,000,000 oersteds to align 
the spins of a group of atoms. 
The unmagnetized crystal consists of domains, all of which are mag-
netized to saturation. Application of a magnetic field causes a change 
of direction of magnetization from one stable direction to one most near-
ly parallel to the direction of applied field, thereby increasing the 
resultant magnetization in the field direction. From this it may be 
concluded that portions of the B-H curve are not smooth as ordinarily 
shown, but if greatly magnified, they would consist of a series of stair 
steps. Further increase of the magnetic field causes the electron spins 
in each domain to be rotated out of the stab~e direction toward the field 
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direction. This process, known as II rotation of the domain", occurs only 
in high fields. 
Magnetization in very small fields occurs as a result of displacing 
the boundaries of the domains. Hence in this region, the B-H curve will 
be smooth even though greatly magnified. A smooth curve also is obtained 
at high fields when the domains are being rotated. 
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PART IV 
Magnetic Theory Applied to the Reluctance Motor 
In the stator of the polyphase reluctance motor the magnetic field 
is constantly changing due to progressive building up of the currents 
in some phases while it is decreasing in others. As the mmf. at a given 
point builds up, at first the boundaries of the domains shift, next the 
direction of magnetization of the domains is shifted to the direction of 
easy magnetization most nearly parallel to the applied field, and finally 
the directions of magnetization of the domains are rotated parallel to 
the applied field. The inverse process occurs while the applied field 
decreases to zero. 
The phenomena in the rotor differs from that in the stator in that 
once synchronous speed is attained, the mmf. at any point of the rotor 
is constant. Consequently, upon applying an mmf. to the rotor iron, only 
the first part of the previous cycle occurs. In nonnal operation all 
domains are magnetized in the direction of easiest magnetization most 
nearly parallel to the applied field, and if a large enough mmf. is pre-
sent the domains are also rotated in the direction of applied field. 
The effect of the applied mmf. on the domains of the rotor is to cause 
a torque in the direction of the rotating mmf. In order for the magne-
tic field to create a net torque in a given direction, the reluctance of 
the magnetic path must be different in different axis directions of the 
rotor. Otherwise, the sum of the torques over one pole pitch of the 
rotor periphery is zero. It is the existence of unequal reluctance in 
different paths that makes it possible for the stator mmf. to produce a 





The theoretical analysis of the reluctance motor will proceed in the 
following manner: (1) defining the fundamental concepts and (2) developing 
new relationships by means of mathematics. The latter will be verified 
by experimental studies in Chapter IV. 
Since a clear interpretation of the final results requires a thorough 
understanding of the fundamental concepts, these will be covered in great 
detail in this chapter. 
The following quantities will be used with units of the practical 
system. 
e - Electromotive force (emfJ or voltage 
i - Current 
t - Time 
~- Flux 
</I - Flux linkage 
Their respective units are volts, amperes, seconds, lines, and lines-
turns. 
Basically, voltage is the amount of work accomplished in moving a 
unit positive charge from one point to another. Mathematically, potential 
fp2 difference may be represented as F Cose dl where F represents the 
. pl 
magnitude of vector force F and is a function of positiol'l, : ... ~d e is the 
angle between vectors F and dl. Where low frequencies are involved and 
the space relationships are comparably small, the value of voltage between 
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two points is independent of the path taken. This is only true when a 
conservative field exists. ·That is, the phenomena occurring at one point 
is not influenced by that occurring at some other point for a different 
instant of time. Note that this is not to be confused with phase angle 
displacement of vectors, for this is merely a means of denoting time 
variation between the occurrence of the peak values (or some other period-
ically occurring values). 
dq 
Current, i, is defined by at where q is the charge in coulombs and 
tis the time in seconds. 
Flux linkage, Ip , is the summation of the product of each flux line 
and the number of turns it links, or the summation of the number of flux 
lines linking each turn. This may be expressed as 
K 
III-1 (f = 2- Nq '#, 
Cf•O 
OY' 
V' = t_ Np l/Jp 
P•o 
III-2 
where, in equation III-1, q is the flux line number and N is the number q 
of turns linked by the kth flux line; and in equation III-2, where pis 
the turn number and l.p p is the number of flux linking the kth turn. 
Faraday's law, the law of induction, states that a voltage is induced 
in a conduction wire equal to the total number of magnetic flux lines cut 
per second. If the wire is so arranged as to consist of n identical ele-
ments, such as a bundle of n turns, the statement can be modified to read 
that the voltage is equal to the total flux cut multiplied by the number 
of turns. If we define~ to be the total magnetic flux, then~ =~i e da 
where B is the magnetic flux density. Faraday's law is, therefore 
III-3 e = -n$ =-n t ( B • da) 
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A close scrutiny of equation III-3 shows that a voltage may be induced 
into a circuit in a variety of ways. Figure III-1 illustrates three simple 
ways, each of which represents varying a different part of equation III-3. 
Figure III-la represents a transformer in which the current I produces a 
magnetic flux through the iron core varying, say, sinusoidally with time. 
The voltage V will also vary sinusoidally 9(!J out of phase with the current , 





Figure III-lb represents an alternating current generator in which a 
voltage is induced by a change in the angle between magnetic flux and a 
vector representation of the area. In Figure III-lb, Bis a constant 
vector but the wire loop is permitted to rotate about the axis KL. Since 
a cosine of the angle between Band each element~ varies sinusoidally 
if the angular motion is constant, the voltage induced in the winding 
varies sinusoidally with time. The voltage ·induced in this case is called 
a motional voltageo Figure III-le represents a third method of inducing 
voltage. It corresponds to varying the limits of the integral in equation 
17 
III-). Here the magnetic flux density is also constant but the segment 
ot wire MN is permitted to slide along the remaining wire, say, sinusoid-
ally. The flux cut by this segment results in an induced voltage which 
varies sinusoidally with time, Figure III-le also represents motional 
voltage, Obviously, combinations ot the two types of induced voltage are 
possible, Such is the case in motors and generators. 
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PART II 
Examples Showing Agreement or Disagreement Between 
Equations III-4 and III-5 
Induced voltage is defined in two different manners: 
III-4 e = Bvl or III-5 e = -i 
where v, 1, and¢ represent respectively the velocity, length, and magne-
tic flux. 
The above definitions are usually thought of as alternative methods 
of expressing the same relationship. A very simple example which gives 
the same induced voltage by either method is the rotating loop in a con-
stant magetic field. 
;-






Using equation III-4, e = Bvl sine, gives 
e = 28vl sin 0. 
And by using equation III-5, e = _ ~, gives 
e =-B d (21v cos0) "ttE'" 
~ 2131v d9 sine, at" 
but de rat"= V ' therefore e = + 2Bvl sine. 
Consequently, as a result of this common example, both laws are be-
lieved to give the same results in all cases. Actually1 there are many 
examples in which different results are obtained by the two methods. 
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The following example serves to illustrate one of many cases in which 
equations III-4 and III-5 do not give the same answers. Figure III-3 
shows a conductor swinging back and forth from the pivot points a-a' through 
a small enough angle so that the motion is essentially horizontal. The 
velocity of the conductor is v = v cos wt. A time varying current is m 
applied to the field winding so that the flux density follows the relation-
ship B = Bm cosc.ut. The flux is upward and the conductor is moving toward 
the right when the function cos wt is positive. Consequently, it would 
seem that a voltage of constant direction but varying magnitude would be 
induced in the conductor. For this reason, this device is erroneously 








By using equation III-5, the flux linking law, a result is obtained 
which is identical to that obtained by experimental means. Derived in the 
following manner, it is 
e = f 
= d dt <X·B) 
where A is the area of a rectangle, the sides of which are 1 and r cos e. 
The plus sign is used in place of the minus sign so that the direction of 
e is consistant for all three methods. 
By setting the horizontal velocity function in tenns of wt equal to 
that obtained in tenns of ~ (for small angles) and integrating the 
result, the value of e = ..Jll. sin wt or e = sin wt is obtained. By sub-
lUr 
stituting these values, the expression for the induced voltage becomes 
e = d cft 
= i [Bm lr (cos wt) sin wg 
= Bm lrw(cos2 wt - sin2 wt) 
III-6 = Bm Vml cos 2 Wt 
Now by using equation III-4, the flux cutting law, gives 
e=vxB•I 
= vm ( cos wt)(Bm cos wt)l 
= Bmvml cos2 wt 
III-7 = 1/2 Bmvml + 1/2 Bmvml cos 2 wt 
which is different than that previously obtained. 
However, if Maxwell's equation for transfonner induction is used and 
the results added to those obtained by using equation III-4, the same value 
through use of equation III-5 is obtained. This is obtained as follows: 
By Maxwell's equation for transf~rmer induction 
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By making the appropriate substitutions and integrating 
e = -1/2 B v 1 - 1/2 Bmv 1 cos 2 t mm m 
Adding equations III-7 and III-8 gives 
e = Bm vm 1 (1/2 - 1/2 cos 2 t)-(-1/2 - 1/2 cos 2 t) 
= B V 1 cos 2 t m m 
In some cases the results experimentally determined verify (1) 
equation III-4, the flux cutting law, (2) equation III-5, the flux linking 
law, (3) the sum of equations III-4 and III-5, and (4) neither (1) nor 
(2) nor the sum. 
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PART III 
Mathematical Derivation of Equations III-4 and III-5 
The intelligent application of formulas III-4 and III-5 requires addi-
tional information in order to assure obtaining the correct answer to any 
specific problem. Therefore, the two will be derived, thus showing their 
limitations. For simplification the mks. system of units will be used 
herein. 
It can be experimentally shown that charges at rest exert a force on 
each other as a result of their position.This is expressed differentially 
in the mathematical form as 
III-8 
2-
where d F1 is the differential force exerted on charge dq1 by charge dClz• 
Also, if two charges are moving, there is a force exerted upon each 
other as a result of these velocities which is 
III-9 
11 dt::t_ a q v x(v xr) 
• ,.. -i 2 1 2 
3 
411'r 
where v1 and v2 are the velocities of dq1 , and dq2 respectively. 
Furthermore, charges experience forces due to being accelerated equal 
to the value 
III-10 
-Jl dq dq a: 
d 2F = 1 2 2 
1 41T'r 
where u is the permeability and a2 the acceleration of dq2• 
In the case of the conducting wires, the charges are comparatively 
concentrated, residing on the wire and hence, since current represents flow 
of charges past a point per time, multiplying it by length gives the velo-
city at which the charge flows. 
III-11 
I - dq - at 
- dq 
Idl -dt dl 






multiplying both sides by dl, gives 
rearranging 
= d~ iJ or 
and III-12 dq = I dl v 
This value of dq may be substituted in the force equations involving 





Similarly the acceleration becomes 
2 _µ dql. dq~ 
a 
d F = 2 
1 41ir -
since dv = a= ~I dl dt at dq 
Note that dl is a functlnn of distance and not time. 
- ~I -= -)l d\ dl!2 2 dl2 
41T"r ~t dq2 
-)l dq di or 
III-14 = 1 2 2 
4'TT'r TI 
Since this analysis is to cover a range of frequencies in which the 
physical system is small in comparison to a wavelength, forces on charges 
due to radiation effects will be neglected. 
Equations of the three type of fields which cause a force on charges, 
namely (a) electrostatic field, (b) Magnetic field, and (c) Vector-poten-








11 dq v x r 
dB=,- 2 2 
4 'ff r3 
a.X = )l dq2 v2 
417'r 
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Using the same relation I dl = v dq and substituting for v2, gives 
)l dq2 I 2dl2 
X r 
dB - dq2 4 'fT" r3 
III-18 -
Jl I2 dl2 X r -
4 1r r3 
and 
dA= /1 d~ t2dl2 J 
4.,,. r dq2 
III-19 
)l I i dl2 = 
41rr 
The force formulas may now be expressed in terms of the electro-
static, electromagnetic, and vector potential fields. 
Substituting dE = dq2 r s 
41T'~ r3 
gives 
III-20 d2F1 = dq1 dE5 and integrating results in 
III-21 
Similarly 
dFl = Jd~ dES 
)l dql d~ Vl X (r2 X r) 
4'1r r3 
Substitute dB = )l dq2 Y 2 x r 
4rrr3 
2- - X dB III-22 dql V d F1 = .L 
Integrate once d2Fl • I'ql Vl X dB 
= d\/-;1 X dB 
III-23 = d~ v1 x B 
iF dql dq2 -Likewise -u a2 
1= 
411"r 
Since dA = U dCI:2 V .2 
41T'r 
- ( dAl = u dq2 av2 tit 4 r 'at 
III-24 = u dq2 a2 
4 7T"r 





dFl = -ctq1 a~~) 
-fdq o(ct'ii:) 
1 o t 
= -ctq1 ~ [/dA] 
= -d~ ~! 
The total force exerted on the charged particle by virtue of its 
position, velocity, and acceleration will be the sum of the respective 
forces associated with each. 
III-27 
III-28 dq Eeq, 
Where Eeq.= E + vi X B - ~A 
at 
25 
=Es+ Em+ Et 
and E is the electrostatic field s 
III-29 Em• v 1 x B 
26 
the equivalent electric field which would cause the same force on d~ as 
the magnetic field. 
III-20 E = t 
the equivalent electric field which would cause the same force on dq as 
the vector potential field. 
If dq1 is a unit charge the total force becomes 
III-31 F = Es + v x B- ~A 
l at 
= [Es - ; :J + V l X B 
This is known as the Lorentz force formula for a unit charge. 
Es is the electrostatic field given by 
Transformer Induction 
E8 = - gradient of 'f 
where 'I' is the scalar potential 
·'/ . 
. /. 
Induced voltage caused by pure transformer action, that is absence of 
motion, is equal to the negative partial derivative of the vector field. 
III-32 E = t 
9A 
at 
Vector potential fields and magnetic fields are related by the follow-
ing expression 
III-33 
-where Bis the magnetic density flux vector. 
27 
If the curl is taken of both sides of the equation 
III-.32 'Q'xE = t 7 x~ oi) o t 
Vx Et• --tr ("'x i) 
7x E = d B 
t a t 
This is Maxwell's differential formula corresponding to Faraday's 
induction law. 
Stoke I s theorem states that if s is a surface in three dimensions 
having a closed curve C as its boundary, then the circulation of a 
vector V around C is equal to the flux of the curl of V over S. When 
stated mathematically this becomes 
III-.34 ff:• (Vx ;) ds = {; • dr 
Where n is the unit vector normal to son that side of s which is 
arbitrarily taken as the positive side. The positive direction along c 
is then defined along which an observer traveling on the positive side 
of s would proceed in keeping the enclosed area to his left. 
Changing the variables to those used in the foregoing discussion 
III-35 ffn • (Vx Et) ds = £ Et • dl 
S C 
Substituting: 
III-36 { Et • dl = -f {. ; ~ • ds when ds = n ds 
The voltage generated in a closed loop by transfonner action is thus 
equal to the integral of the negative time derivative over the surface 
enclosed by the loop. 
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Since the voltage induced by transformer action is ct= ~Et. dl 
substituting Et = - ~A gives E' =J- 2..! • dl in terms of the vector . ot t. ~ t 
. ..,.. 
potential field. Note that this formula applies for any circuit element 
and is not restricted by the closed requirement. 
Equation III-36 may be written: 
III-37 6. = - ( / .i]_ • d s t ')J o t 
if we remember that this induced voltage applies only to essentially 
closed loops. 
Motiona1 Induction 
Pure motional induction occurs when there is no variation of the 
magnetic field with respect to time. This case is expressed by: 
III-38 E - -•vxB 
m 
Similar to before the induced voltage is the line integral of E. 
m 
~ • IE . dl 
~ m 
III-39 £,,,,, = I V X B • dl 
At this point it might be well in reviewing that two formulas have 
been developed for induced voltage; 
(1) that which expresses induced voltage as a function of a 
time variation of the vector field while there is no motion. 
(2) that which expresses induced voltage as a function of 
motion while there is no time variation of the magnetic 
field. 
By combining the two formulas together, one would be obtained which 
would cover the more general type usually found in the problems of today, 
i.e. both motional and transformer induced voltage. 
Addition of equation III-29 and III-30 gives 
- - l III-40 E :: E + E = V x B - -m t t 
The total electromotive force would be the line integral between 
points a and b, or 
-dl 
= r. (v x B - ~ 1) 'd t • dl 
III-41 -( VxB dl f.b ;; A • dl • a t 
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Now if the ljae integral is taken around a closed path the formula 
for induced voltage becomes 
III-42 £ = f V X B . dl - f ~ ! . dl 
Applying Stoke's theorem and the relation between the magnetic field 
density and the vector field gives: 
E=fvxB dl-//vx ~- ds 
- fv x B. dl - ff a"t (Vx A) • ds 
III-43 =fvxB· dl -f!tt • ds 
Again applying Stoke.3 theorem to the first term of expression III-41: 
E =ff V X (v X B) • d; -ff. oB . ds 
J s - sat 
III-44 =~ff[oB -Vx (VxB) · ds 
s ot J 
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Now 'i7• B = ·o since the divergence of a curl is zero and 
V• B=V•'v xA= 0 therefore 
- 'v X (v X B) • ds 
substituting this value in formula III-42 gives: 
€ = - af ff i3 • as 
1 =-ff i3 • ds thus: 
which is the form of Faraday's flux linking. 
law. 
To determine the limitations of the combined formula the first in\e-
gral term will be examined. 
b 
III-46 -m a 
The term r x dl is the differential area swept out per unit time 
by an element of: the circuit. Consequently motion which results in induc-
ing an emf. changes the path of . integration. The path of integration 
must be taken as moving with the material substance composing it, other-
wise the electric fields experienced by the changed particles of the 
material will not be the same as the electric fields taken in the inte-
gration. That is, the motion of the paths of integration must be iden-
. tical with the motion of the material comprising this path at the instant 
considered. 
The combined induction formula or flux linking formula is thus appli-
cable to all closed circuits of constant or changing shape, moving in any 
31 
J 
way through a constant or variable changing magnetic field, provided 
that the motion of every element of the paths of integration is ; identi-
cal with the motion of the matter comprising that path at the instant 
considered. 
As a result of the foregoing .derivations, Faraday's Law accounts 
for all the induced emf. in a closed circuit. This is equivalent to 
saying t hat the observer and circuit must be in the same inertia system. 
An example of the latter would be a voltmeter attached to the circuit 
either by a fixed connection or sliding contacts such as slip rings but 
not by a commutator. For in the latter case, the observer is changing 
his viewing point every time a different coil is brought into the circuit. 
Consequently, Faraday's law does not express all the induced emf. since 
there is an additional motional effect between the circuit and the obser-
ver1 s inertial system. This is not to be confused with the velocity of 
the circuit relat ive to the field flux. To avoid erroneous results, 
equations here aft er will always be set up so that the circuit is fixed 
relative to the observer. 
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PART IV 
Synchronous Machine Concepts 
·Self inductance may be defined as the constant of proportionality 
between the flux linkages and the current producing them. In linear 
circuits the inductance has a constant value and conversely in non-linear 
circuits it varies with the magnitude of current. Iron circuits show a 
decrease of inductance with increase of current. 
An analogous quantity, mutual inductance, may likewise be defined 
as the flux linkages in one circuit produced by the current in another 
circuit. Mathematically expressed, they are: 
f// 
-8 
III-47 L= 10 henrys 
i 
and 
t f/J ab 10-8 III-48 -M = henrys 
ab ib 
where the+ sign of the M depends upon the geometry relating the relative 
positions of the circuits, and the first subscript of f/1 refers to the 
circuit in which the voltage is induced and the second refers to the 
circuit in which the current flows. 




f/1 = L i x 108 
Id t M ib 108 
'ab= 
substitution in Faraday's law results in 
III-51 e = -d (Li) volts 
dt 
III-.52 e = a 
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If' L and M are constant with respect to current., it would seem proper 
to treat them as constants with respect to time and therefore move them. 
outside the differentiation operation indicated. This is a valid opera-
tion in stationary circuits involving no motion in themselves or materials 
composing the conducting paths. There.fore in this case e • -t di or 
at 
L = - e • However., in rotating machinery., circuits move relative to 
.91 
dt 
each other, and the magnetic circuits are constantly varying; hence L 
and M may not be treated as constants in this case. 
It becomes apparent that when inductance is defined as the ratio 
o.f .flux linkages to the current producing them., its magnitude is a func-
tion o.f the geometrical con.figuration of the element wherein the current 
.flows., and 01' the magnetic circuit. Changing the number of turns., the 
type of winding, the size or shape of the magnetic path will change 
the inductance. Furthermore, any change in the magnetic material would 
change the constant of proportionality. 
Both of these effects are taken into account by defining a quantity 
called permeance., (I, . as the ratio of the nux to the magnetomotive force 
(mm.f.) producing it. 
III-5'.3 d' = __j__ 
~
where .4 NI is the .mm.t'. in practical units. Multiplying numerator and 
denominator by N gives 
III-54 f>= A_ 
~I 
NP would mean that each turn was linked by all the flux caused by current I. 
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Normally fractional linkage occurs instead, so that permeance is 
better defined as 
III-55 
where is the same as previously used; i.e. the total number of flux 
linkages. 
The following relationships will be used where prime marks refer 
quantities to the primary: 
' M 
where 
o 4 ·rno-8 N2 (f 
• 1 2 
2 
- nM : 0.4 10-8 N 
1 12 
primary turns 
secondary turns ' 
Case Io Primary leakage reactance with secondary open. 
Since the resistance of transformers or machine windings has little 
effect at frequencies of 60 cycles it will be neglerled here. 
If a sinusoidal voltage of angular frequency is applied to the 
primary, the induced voltage equation requires that 
III-56 C = - _.£.!J!.. 10 -8 
dt 
Th · · dal lt b ·tt 1· n the form e -- E~ Jwt, where e sinusoi vo age may e wri en 
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is understood to be the projee,tion of a rotating vector upon the vertical 
axis. Substitution gives 
III-57 E6Jwt = - ~ 10-8 
dt 
To solve the above equation assume that 'f(t) 
tuting gives 
Jwt = A~ then substi-
III-58 E 6Jwt = -AJW 6 Jwt 10-8 or 
or 
or III-59 




The homogeneous solution of the induced voltage equation is zero; 
therefore, the complete solution consists only of the particular solution. 
'f (t) = 
This equation contains the resultant flux corresponding to both a 
sine and cosine voltage. To obtain that flux resulting from the sine 
voltage the imaginary part of the right hand expression must be taken. 
III-60 'I' (t) = ~tM 108 e -Jwt] 
8 
= !,#- J..-[J cos wt - sinwt] 
III-61 = E 10
8 
cos wt -;;;-
This may be written in polar form where the relationship between 
peaks of the flux and applied voltage is indicated •. 
- .L, 108 Jt; = or w 
or III-62 E= JW 'f 







-8 -, _, 10-8 where ~l - 10 and t; 2 = 'r -
Since 9; ( t) • L i, (t) or Cf, = 1, r, ~. -· I 
and ff ; ( t) = M' i, ( t) or 
-, 









E = JWM I, 
2 
The nonuseful flux linkages which were previously defined are 
III-66 
t t 
IJ. - tu = ( L - M ) i r, r2 I I 
Consequently the leakage inductance under open circuit conditions 
when referred to the primary is 
III-67 
and the leakage reactance is 
III-68 
leakage linkage 




1 = L - M 
OC I 
' X = W (L - M ) oc I 
FIGURE IIl-4 
M1 i 1 mutual linkage 
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In like manner if the primary were open and the secondary excited, 
the leakage inductance referred to the primary would be 
I -M' 
L2 
Case II. Primary excited and secondary short circuitedo 
In an analogous manner to that for Case I, the differential equation 
is set up by applying Kirchhoff's voltage law as pertaining to instantan-
eous values and then solved. This results in the following equations: 
ff 2' 
III-69 
III-70 0 = J,UMi' • JW (1 1 I 1 M1I ) r 2 2 2 I 
By proper choice of currents M has a negative value. 
With this convention positive i produces positive 1./1 and negative 
1 1 
and positive i produces positive ir,2 and negative~. 2 1 
Solving equations III-70 for I and substituting its value in equa-
2 




E, = J/AJ;; = 
i' • 0 
2 
2 
M' J W (L -,-) I 
I L , 
2 
since equation III~70 must hold for all values of (.)). 
net linkage 
(L1i 1 - M1 i;) 
~~ 
'--y-1 
FIGURE III- 5 
net linkage 
L2 i 12 - M1 i~ 
As before leakage linkage is ~1-,; or 911 - 0 = ~1• The leakage 
inductance is then 
III-73 
M2 
1 = /1 - _L_) 
SC ( • l . L' 
2 
and the reactance is 
2 
III-74 X =t.o(t-L) 
SC 1 L' 
2 
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Exciting the secondary and shorting the primary would give the fol-




1 = 1 1 - M.._ 
SC 2 L 
1 
Case III. Primary and secondary excited in such a manner that primary 
and secondary ampere turns are equal if the exciting current is neglected. 
Physically this is easily accomplished by varying the applied 
.39 
voltages so that 
under these conditions 
III-77 
I 
- JW(1i_I - MI) 
III-78 E1 : Jwf;_ = JW(L1 I -MI) 
2 2 · 2 
Since the mmf. of one winding equals that of the other and the 
geometrical configuration of the magnetic circuit is the same for each 
winding, the net mutual flux is zero. Thus, the nonuseful linkage is 
the sum of the linkages of each winding. 
III-79 
The leakage inductance and leakage reactance are then respectively: 
III-80 
I 
lB=L tL -2M 
1 2 
f I I = (L1 - M) + (L2 - M) 
• 1oc prima17 + 1oc (secondary) 
Leakage reactance when defined in this manner is commonly called 11 buck-
ing reactance11 o 
L = 2 10-8 Since 0.4'1T'N1 ~l 1 
I 2 10-8( =~ 12 2 10-8 and L = 0.41TN ~2 = 0.417"N1 d'2 2 2 
and f>l ~ (!2, then Ll ~ 1' 2 
lB = 2 (L1 - M 
I 
) and III-82 
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III-83 l ':t 2 1 8 oc 
Therefore,the bucking reactance is nearly twice that of the open 
circuit reactance. This variation may be accounted for by the differ-
ence in the mmf. across the leakage path. In the case of the open cir-
cuit condition the mmf. varies nearly linearly from a maximum value at 
the primary leg of the core to zero at the secondary leg of the core. 
Now in the case of the bucking condition, equal mmf. is supplied by each 
leg. As before, the mmf. of any one leg drops linearly and reaches zero 
at the other leg. However, since both are linear functions, the sum at 
any point is equal to that at any other point. Consequently, the aver-
age mmf. is approximately twice the value obtained in the open circuit 
case. 
In order to compare the value of short circuit reactance with the 
bucking reactance the following manipulation is done. 
I M' I From equation III-70, I = :-r- I 1 since r2 : r1 if the magnetizing 
2 12 
I I 
current is neglected,then M = t 2 • If equation III-73 is subtracted 
from equation III-80 the difference in the leakage inductance is ob-
tained. 




2M )-(L - -1 ) 
,2 ,-,u't' M'2 
12 - ..::.m 2 -t-
= -----, -----
L 2 
(L1 - M1 ) 2 




and if the magnetizing current is small compared to the load current then: 
41 
1 - 1 = 0 
B SC 
Swnrnarizing the resultant facts: 
1. The leakage inductance may vary in a ratio between 1:1 and 2:1 
depending upon whether the load is an open circuit, partially loaded, 
or short circuited. 
2. The value of bucking reactance is practically equal to that of 
short circuit reactance provided the magnetizing current is small compared 
to the load current. 
3. For purposes of visualization the flux distribution under short 
circuit conditions should be that shown in Figure III-5. 
Case IV. Primary excited with a suddenly applied d.c. voltage and secon-
dary short circuited. 
The differential equation governing the circuit is 
III-85 
III-86 I • I du.: I I d (L' i I - M' 1· I ) O = r2 1 2 + dt = r2 i2 + dt 2 2 1 
where (t) is the unit step function which has the value O when approached 
from the negative time direction, and has the value +1 anytime after (O+) 
and also at zero when approached from the positive time direction. 
Iritegrate both equations with respect to time. 
t t 1/1 
III-87 f E l){t) dt = f \ \ dt 1 'dy,, 
0 0 0 
III-88 
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By letting t ... zero from the positive direction, then in the limit 
the equation III-88 becomes zero. Thus 
III-89 
therefore III-90 
when tis infinitesimally small. Substituting back in equation gives: 








for the first short interval of time. As the interval becomes zero when 
time is approached from the positive direction the expression is exact. 
However, for a short interval after t = 0 the expression is approximate. 
If r; is large, it reduces the time interval through which the approxi-
mation is very close to the actual value. Equation III-91 shows that 
during the first short interval the effective inductance with suddenly 
applied d-c voltage is identical to the short circuit inductance with a. 
c., both under the condition of the sec-0ndary short circuitedo 
Equation III-89 may be physically justified by realizing that the 
sudden application of the d-c voltage causes an exponential rise of 
primary current. Simultaneously, the secondary current also builds up 
exponentially, thereby attempting to keep the secondary linkage zero. 
Short circuit problems are often analyzed by the constant flux 
linkage of R. E. Doherty. This theorem states that the total linkage 
in any closed electrical circuit cannot change instantly. A "closed 
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circuit" is defined as one which involves no infinite voltages or resis-
tances but it may contain any number of finite resistances, inductances 
(including mutual inductance), and the inductance may vary as a function 
of time. By applying Kirchhoff's law to instantaneous voltages, then 
the rate at which the total linkage varies is proportional to the differ-
ence between the applied emf. and the iR drop. 
The previous discussion shows that when a closed winding is magneti-
cally coupled to another circuit and a d-c voltage or a-c suddenly 
applied, the flux linkages of the closed winding remains practically con-
stant, and all of the new flux links the excited winding. Since the leak-
age path between the two windings (air path) has very low permeance, the 
initial effective inductance of the excited winding is very low, as veri-
fied mathematically to be (i,_ - :;2), If the magnetizing current were 
2 
neglected, the quantity in the parentheses would become zero. 
Heretofore, the subject has been confined to static cases, i.e. no 
motion between windings. The concepts previously developed will be 
broadened so as to pertain to cases involving motion between windings, 
i.e. that relating to rotating machinery. 
The subsequent discussion will be confined to machines having 
symmetrical 3 - phase armature windings wherein the effects of saturation, 
hysteresis and eddy current losses will be neglected. Symmetry of the 
field winding and of the field structure about the center lines of the 
poles, direct axis, and also about the center line midway between the 
poles, quadrature axis, is assumed. 
Armature Leakage Reactance :JS_ 
Suppose that three phase currents of fundamental frequency flow in 
the armature with normal phase rotation, i.e. positive sequence, as a 
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result of applying a voltage to the armature terminals. These currents pro-
duce a flux wave composed of the fundamental and also of harmonic com-
ponents due to the finite nwnber of slots, Accordingly, the fundamental 
flux component rotates forward at synchronous _ speed, the fifth harmonic 
rotates backward, the seventh harmonic rotates forward, etc. Since these 
harmonics travel at speeds different from that of the rotor, their inter-
action with the varying permeance of the rotor gives rise to ·nux harm.on-
ics of various orders. The effect of a solid cylindrical rot'or is to 
allow a flow of currents which tends to reduce the magnitudes of the 
flux components. Obviously, certain of these flux harmonics will induce 
voltages of fundamental frequency in the annature. However, these effects, 
due to what is known as differential leakage flux linkage, are included 
in the armature leakage reactance. 
Additional linkages of the armature are due to slot flux and end 
flux in the winding. Therefore, the total armature leakage flux linkage 
consists of the sum of the differential, slot, and end winding linkages. 
The armature leakage inductance in henrys is obtained by multiplying the 
ratio of the linkage in one phase to the armature phase current producing 
-8 
it by 10 • 
Direct Synchronous Reactance Xd 
Again the assumption is made that such a voltage is applied to the 
armature as to cause a flow of fundamental frequency currents in the 
positive sequence direction. The major component of armature linkage is 
due to the fundamental component of the air gap flux which exists in 
addition to the leakage flux linkage. This component differs from the 
latter in that it is greatly affected by the position of the field structur~ 
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Two particular cases may be examined. The first is that in which the 
fundamental component of armature mmf. is directly in line with the poles 
of the field structure. In this case maximum permeance is presented to 
the mmf.; consequently, maximum total armature linkage per armature 
ampere results. For this condition the ratio of the linkages in one 
phase to the current in that phase multiplied by 10-8 gives the direct 
synchronous reactance per phase, in ohms. The effects of armature leak-
age reactance is included in this definition. 
The meaning of direct synchronous reactance may be clarified some-
what by an examination of the physical functioning of the machine. If 
the flux of only one phase is investigated, it will be found to be sta-
tionary in space, but pulsating at the angular frequency of the current 
which produces it. The number of flux linkages existing at any instant 
of time, depends upon the position of the salient pole rotor for the 
same instant of time. When the current reaches a maximum at the same 
instant that the centerline of the rotor pole coincides with the center-
line of the phase winding, the maximum number of linkages occur; at this 
instant the magnetic circuit has maximum permeance. Now suppose that 
the current reached a maximum when the centerlines of the rotor and of 
the winding were not coincident, then the reactance would be less than 
that previously obtained since fewer flux linkages would occur for the 
same maximum armature current due to the reduced magnetic permeance at 
that instant of time. From this it may be seen that the value of the 
reactance depends upon the relative position of the rotor with respect 
to the mmf. 
For experimental purposes it is difficult to rotate the field struc-
ture so that centerlines of the poles are always in line with the axis 
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of the rotating armature nunf. One method which may be used to obtain the 
direct axis reactance is to short circuit the machine and find the ratio 
of the phase voltage to phase current. The reason for the correctness 
of this procedure is that under short circuit conditions th~ current 
flowing is practically all reactive and therefore, the armature mmf. 
directly opposes that of the rotor poles tending to demagnetize them. 
Of course, in this method the machine must be driven by a mechanical 
source of power. 
By neglecting saturation the flux linkage in any one circuit is a 
linear function of the magnitudes of the currents existing in every other 
winding of the machine; thus, the principle of superposition may be used 
to determine the linkage. The total linkage of a given circuit is there-
fore the sum of that due to its own current plus that due to currents 






Direct sychronous reactance flux paths. 
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Under symmetrical short circuit conditions the tenninal voltage 
is zero. If resistance drop is neglected the net armature linkage must 
be zero. Under this condition the linkages produced by the armature 
current is equal and opposite to that of the field. If only the field 
current were acting (open circuit) a certain terminal voltage would exist. 
Now if the armature currents were acting alone,the same value of linkage 
but of opposite direction would result. The voltage which must be applied 
to produce the armature currents would be exactly the same as that under 
open circuit conditions. The definition of Xd gives it as the ratio of 
the terminal phase voltage, which would produce the armature currents 
alone, to the armature phase current. From this and the previous dis-
cussion it may be deduced that 
E 
X - open circuit air gap line ohms 
d- I short circuit 
Quadrature Synchronous Reactance Xq 
Again it will be assumed that positive sequence steady-state currents 
are flowing in the armature and that the unexcited field structure is 
rotating at synchronous speed. However, now the centerline of the inter-
polar space coincides with the peaks of the rotating mmf. wave. The mag-
netic circuit now has minimum permeance and the armature linkage will be 
a minimum for any position of the poles. Refer to Figure III~7 to observe 
the flux paths. Multiplying the armature linkage per ampere by UJlo-8 
gives the quadrature synchronous reactance, X, in ohms. Again this reac-
q 
tance includes the leakage reactance. When the rotors are of non-salient 
FIGURE III-7 









Mathematical Analysis of the Three-Phase Reluctance Motor 
In Chapter I it was mentioned that a d-c excited polyphase synchro-
nous motor would continue to run if the excitation were reduced and fin-
ally entirely removed, i.e. operate on the reluctance principle. With 
this in mind, a logical method for analyzing the three-phase reluctance 
motor would be to analyze it as if it were operating as a three-phase 
synchronous motor in which the excitation had dropped to zcero. It is 
for this analysis that the quantities were developed in the preceding 
parts of this chapter. 
Since the reluctance motor has a varia.tion in the gap reluctance, 
methods of analysis for non-salient pole machines do not give accurate 
results when applied to salient pole ones. As previously discussed, the 
magnetic perm.eance has a maximum value when the centerline of the rotor 
pole coincides with the peak of the rotating mmf. and has a minimum when 
the centerline midway between the rotor poles coincides with the peak 
of the rotating mmf. From this it would appear possible to analyze the 
performance of the motor in tenns of the direct axis reactance and of 
the quadrature axis reactance. Although Blondel is credited with the 
two reaction theory, it was the extension of it by Doherty and Nickle 
which made it applicable to the salient pole synchronous motor. 
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Consider the synchronous motor vector diagram as shown in Figure 
III-8.1 This is drawn for leading power factor on a per phase basis with 
the annature resistance neglected. 
'1 cos 0, 
FIGURE III-8 
Synchronous Motor Vector Diagram 
The torque angle expressed in electrical degrees is identical to the 
angle between the terminal voltage Vt and the induced voltage E0 expressed 
in the same units. The components of line voltage which are in-phase and 
in-quadrature with the induced voltage are Vt cos and Vt sin respectively. 
III-92 
III-93 
Pin = Vt I cos e] Vt 
I 
= Vt I cos[ot - (e +c1~ 
- Vt I [ coso< cos (e +of) + sinQf sin (e t of) 
= (Vt cos Qt') I cos (e +°") + (Vt sin«) I sin 
(e +Qf) 
lThe following derivation is taken largely from Puchstein, A. F. and 
I.Loyd, T. C., Alternating Current Machines, p. 435. 
III-94 
Further examination of Figure III-8 shows 
or 
and III-96 Vt sin q-: Iq Xq 
or I 
q 
Substituting these values in equation III-94 gives 
III-97 
III-98 sinot- sin 2ot 
The developed power is equal to the input power minus the copper 
losses. This becomes 
III-99 p = Vt Eo 
der X 
d 
-(I2 + r2) r 
d q e 
An examination of equation III-99 shows that the torque does not 
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vary simply as the sine of the torque angle but has in addition a function 
which is the sine of twice the torque angle. Thus, the salient pole machine 
develops more torque per degree than the non-salient pole one does in the 
nonnal operating range. 
Since the field excitation is zero in the three-phase reluctance 
motor the induced voltage E0 becomes zero and equation III-99 becomes: 
lll-100 sin 2Q'- (12 t 12) r d q e 
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In most machines there is only a few per cent of difference between 
the developed power and the input power; the last term may be deleted 
without serious error. Thus, the final expression for developed power 
in the three-phase reluctance motor is 
lil-101 p dev 




Experimental Analysis of the Three-Phase Reluctance Motor 
PART I 
Determination of X and X 
d q 
An experimental analysis of the three-phase reluctance motor was 
conducted for the purpose of verifying the theoretical equations which 
were derived in Chapter III. 
Accordingly, tests were run on a three-phase a-c salient pole 
Westinghouse machine No. 4887398. This machine normally operates as an 
a-c generator and is direct coupled to a Westinghouse d-c machine. How-
ever, in this case, the a-c machine was operated as a reluctance motor 
and the d-c machine was used as a generator for loading it. 
Since it was necessary to know the direct axis reactance and the 
quadrature axis reactance of the machine under test, some means must be 
used to determine it experimentally. The dire et axis reactance could 
be determined by the method developed in Part IV of Chapter III if the 
saturation curve and synchronous impedance curve of the machine were 
known. However, since this data was not available, and also since the 
quadrature axis reactance could not be obtained with such data, a 
different approach was taken. 
Consider the instant at which the centerline midway between the 
rotor poles is coincident with the centerline of an armature phase whose 
current is at a maximum. At this instant, the minimum reactive voltage 
is induced in the phase. Any other rotor position would cause a larger 
induced voltage which would thereby reduce the phase current. In fact, 
the maximum induced voltage would occur when the centerline of the 
poles was coincident with the centerline of the phase. Since Xd and Xq 
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are taken with the field structure in a symmetrical position with respect 
to the rotating mmf., there is no tendency for it to turn in either dir-
ection. Consequently, no power is transferred across the gap; therefore, 
the currents are purely reactive and it is corre<rt. to define a reactance 
for each case as the ratic of total voltage to total current. 
Mechanically, it is difficult to rotate the field structure so that 
either the direct axis or quadrature axis is directly in line with the 
armature mrnf. since any slight deviation from the symmetrical position 
will result in a torque which will tend to make the deviation even great-
er. A method for overcoming this drawback is to mechanically drive the 
unexcited rotor in the synchronous direction but at a speed slightly 
less than the rotating armature mmf. while positive phase sequence volt-
ages are impressed on the armature terminals. Thus, for the six pole 
machine under test, every time the rotor slips one revolution with 
respect to the rotating armature mmf. the rotor is six times in the 
direct axis position and six times in the quadrature axis position. 
Thus, the current is modulated at slip frequency, being a maximum when 
the direct axis is in that position. Also the applied voltage will pro-
bably be modulated at slip frequency as a result of reactance in the 
supply line. 
The higher the value of slip, the fewer undulations there are to a 
complete cycle of events, i.e. from the time the rotor is in the direct 
axis position, then quadrature axis position, and then back to the direct 
axis position. Hence, if a voltmeter and ammeter are used for measuring 
purposes, since they tend to indicate an average value where the magnitude 
of the waveform is varying, a low value of slip must be used. However, 
when a low enough value is reached to give satisfactory meter readings, 
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the rotor locks in, thereby destroying the test. To overcome this diffi-
culty higher values of slip were used and the instantaneous values of 
voltage and current recorded by means of oscillograms. 
Figure IV-1 shows photographs of the waveforms of the current and 
voltage under test. Calibrations were obtained by applying a known 
voltage and current to the same elements of the oscillograph as previously 
used, and recording them on the film. Notice the variations due to the 
interaction of the flux harmonics on the slots and rotor saliency. In 
particular the distortions are in symmetrical positions with respect to 
either the direct axis or quadrature axis position. 
From these oscillograms maximum and minimum rms. phase voltages 
of 78 and 69 volts were obtained. Similarly the maximum and minimum 
phase currents were found to be 12.0 and 6.S rms. amperes respectively. 
Using these values the direct axis reactance and quadrature axis reac-
tance were computed as shown below. 
and 
x • Maximum volts/phase 
d Minimum current 
= 11.47 ohms 
X • Minimum volts/phase 
q Maximum current 
- 2L 12.0 
= 5. 72 ohms 
Upper cscillogram rGpresents the phase current which has a maximum peak value 
of 12 amperes and a minim~~ peak value of 6 .8 amperes. 
Lower oscillograrn represents the pha3e voltag~ which has a maximum peak value 
of 78 vclts and a minimum peak value of 69 volts. 




Reluctance Motor Performance Test 
The performance of the Westinghouse a-c machine operating as a 
reluctance motor was determined under load conditions in the following 
manner. Since the d-c machine was direct-coupled to the a-c machine 
by operating the former as a motor it was able to start and to bring the 
reluctance motor up to synchronous speed. Of course, it was necessary 
that the direction of rotation of the d-c machine and the reluctance 
motor be ascertained to be the same. This was accomplished by connect-
ing phasing lamps between the terminals of the reluctance motor and the 
a-c line and applying a d-c voltage to the field circuit, i.e. operating 
as an a-c generator. With the particular type of lamp connection used, 
if all lamps went on and off together the phase rotation was correct, 
if not, two of the a-c input lines were interchanged, thereby enabling 
all the lamps to go on and off simultaneously. 
After checking the phase rotation, the input watts, line current, 
phase voltage, line voltage, and torque angle were recorded as the d-c 
generator load was increased by reducing the load resistance. These 
results with the exception' of the tor9.u, . angle are listed' in table rv.;.1. 
The torque angle was obtained by rigidly fastening a circular sheet of 
stiff paper to the reluctance motor housing and placing a horizontal 
white line on the circular pulley connecting the reluctance motor with 
the d-c generator. The light from a stroboscope excited from the same 
power source as the a-c motor showed the white line stationary in space. 
Thus at zero d-c generator load the position of the white line as indi-
cated by the stroboscope was marked by a fine pencil on the white paper. 
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Each time the load was increased the white line assumed a new position 
and this was again marked. 
The difficulty of the test was in detennining the rotor position 
at zero mechanical load, since even when the d-c generator output was 
zero the reluctance motor was considerably loaded due to rotational 
losses. Thus the t~e rotor position for any given load was that indi-
cated on the paper plus the angle from zero mechanical load to that 
obtained with only the rotational lesses present, i.e. with zero d-c 
generator load. This was obtained by plotting the increase in output 
power from one load position to the next larger divided by the change 
in the accompanying torque ar:gle versus the output power for the first 
load position. This is equivalent to plotting the slope of the curve 
of output power versus torque angle against output power. The results 
of this procedure are shown in Curve Sheet No. IV-1. By extending the 
curve, Cl P~L could be found for the output power corresponding to the 
rotational losses only, 104.2 watts, and from it could be detennined 
AL corresponding to the change in output power' from zero mechanical 
output to 104.2 watts mechanical output. This value of 1.16 was then 
added to all the values indicated on the white paper to give the value 
of torque angle from the zero mechanical load position. The individual 
values calculated are shown in Table IV-3. 
Since the motor operated at constant speed, the rotational losses 
were assumed constant throughout the test. They were obtained by using 
the d-c machine to drive the a-c machine and noting the armature input 
current and voltage and also its resistance. The calculations are as 
follows: Rotational losses : V I - I 2 R - 2 I 
a a a a 
s 232 X !k2 - 8. 52 X 0 876 - 2 X 8. 5 
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Input Reluctance Jlotor - Hon excited 
•2 11 12 13 vl-3 
Kilo- Amperes Amperes Amperes Volts 
watts 
-.38 16.3 16.7 16.5 239 
-.365 16.4 16.9 16.6 239 
-.31 17.1 17.5 17.4 238 
-.29 17.6 +8.0 17.8 238 
-.26 18.4 18.9 18.7 238 
! 
-.25 19.4 19.8 19.7 238 
-.24 20.5 21.0 20.8 237 
-.26 23~3 . 23.6 · 23.4 237 
V V V 1-n 2-n 3-n 
Volts Volts Volts 
138 138 138 
138 138 138 
138 138 138 
138 138 138 
138 138 138 
138 138 138 
138 138 138 . 
138 138 138 
True a-c kilowatts equals (lf:i. - W) x 4. 
True d-c generator amperes equals Ia divided by 5. 
Synchronism final.l.y lost at reading 8. 













Of course, the above rotational losses are the combined losses of 
the two machines. 
Adding the rotational losses to the d-c generator output gives the 
total output of the reluctance motor. This is plotted versus the true 
torque angle on Curve Sheet No. IV-2. 
In Chapter IV, Part V, the theoretical equation developed for pre-
dieting the performance of the three-phase reluctance motor was 
p = dev sin 2 o, 
where Vt,°'' Xd, and Xq are the line voltage, torque angle, direct axis 
reactance, and quadrature axis reactance respectively. 
Substituting the values of Vt' Xd, and Xq for the particular machine 
under test, gives 
p = 
dev 
1382 (11.47 - 5.75) 
2 X 11. 4 7 X 5 • 7 5 
= 827 sin 2o< 
sin 20( 
Table IV-6 shows the values of sin 29( and the developed power per 
phase with various assumed values of Cl(. Reference to Curve Sheet No. IV-2 
will show the ca)culated developed power per phase plotted versus the 
torque angle Cl(. 
Using the average of the three line currents and cos e as determined 
by the power factor previously calculated, made it possible to plot the 
component of current which was in phase with the phase voltage as well as 
the component which was out of phase. Table IV-5 shows the computed 
values,and Curve Sheet No. IV-4 shows the in-phase component plotted ver-













TABLE IY-2 . 
Input Beluctance lfotor - lion Excited 
Kilo-. V1-nl1 vioY!2 vtc,n~ VI VI •atts Volt olt Total Phase P. F. 
Phase Amperes Amperes Amperes Volt Average 
Phase Phase Phase .Amperes Volt 
.Ampere• 
.28 2250 2280 2.305 6835 2280 .• 123 
.327 2260 23.30 2290 6880 2290 .1425 
.506 2360 2515 2400 7275 2420 .209 
.594 2430 2483 2460 7373 2460 .2415 
.101 2540 2610 2580 7730 2580 .274 
.800 2680 27.30 2720 8130 2no .295 
.9()8 2830 29()0 2870 8600 2870 .316 
1.052 3220 3260 3270 9750 3250 .324 
*Torque angle indicated from the zero mechanical and electrical output 















A-C Reluctance Motor 
Measured Total Output ' ATotal Output ATorque 
!Reading Torque Power/Phase Power/phase Angle 
Angle (Elect~ ... mech.) (Mech. 
(Mech. Watt,$- degrees) 
degrees) 
1 o.oo 104 
2 o. 59 158 53.3 .59 
3 2.55 326 168. 1.96 
4 3.55 402 77.2 1.006 
5 4.683 485 82.3 1.13 
6 5.884 563 77.8 1.201 
7 7.343 642 78.5 1.359 
8 9.13 721 79 1.79 





























D. C. Generator 
Watts Ia ·2 2Ia Ia Ra 
Reading Load Amperes Loss Watts 
Rack Corrected Watts 
- 1 0 o.o o.o o.o .,, . 
2 158 ·. o. 7 0.4.3 1.4 
3 650 2.9 7.35 5.8 
4 874 3. 9 13.3 7.8 
5 1110 5.0 21.9 10.0 
6 1332 6.o 31. 5 12.0 
7 1554 7.0 42.9 14.0 




Watts Losses of llotor 









.. Reluc.tance Motor 
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Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results 
Reference to Curve Sheet No. IV-2 shows very good agreement between 
the experimental and theoretical results. For large values of torque 
angle, the experimental torque angle increased somewhat faster than did 
the theoretical value, finally causing a cross over of the two curves. 
The experimental results of the in-phase versus out-of-phase line 
currents which are plotted on Curve Sheet No. IV-4 might have been 
expected to give the usual circle diagram. A closer examination would 
lead one to believe that it would more nearly coincide with the locus 
of an ellipse than a circle. Accordingly, it was decided to determine 
the mathematical equation of the curve. A second degree solution was 
used since it would enable one to determine by examination of the coef-
ficients whether the locus was a circle ellipse, or something else; 
also this simplified the calculations as the work involved increases 
very rapidly with increase of equation degree. 
A general second degree equation which fits any continuous .$mooth 
curve is 
A+ B Iq t C I II I 
q ln 
Two points on the extreme of the experimental curve and one approxi-. 
mately midway were selected for substitution in the previous equation. 
This results in At B 16.38 + C 268.304,4 = 2.03 
A~ B 17.8 + C 316.84 = 5.00 
A+ B 22.18 + C 491,952,4 = 7.60 
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The values of A, B, and Care found by- determinants as shown below. 
1 16.38 268 • .304,4 
D = 1 17.8 316.84 
1 22.18 491. 952,4 
= [cs, 756. 752, 7 + 5,189.839,2 t 5,950.991, 5) -
(4,774.818,3 + 8,058.180,3 t 7,027.511,2)1-
• 36.073,6 
2.03 








- [<17,716.208 + 39,442.777 + 29,754.957) - (36,296.219,2 + 
14,265.847,7 + 40,290.901,5)1 
= - 3,879.026 
A : - 31879 1026 
D --










268 • .3044 
316.84 
491.952,4 
= [c2,459. 760,0 - 64.3.185,2 - 2,039.113,4) - <1,341. 522 -
2,407.984 - 998.662,5)] 
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- 393.891,3 -
B = 29,2.8911.2 :: 39,2.89lai D 36.073, 
- 10.919 -
1 16.38 2.03 
CxD= 1 17.8 5.00 
1 22.18 7.60 







= . t.317 
3 .073,6 
Therefore, the required equation is 
2 
Iln = 107.530,8 t 10.919 Iq + 0.258,27 I q 
It will b:e noticed on Curve Sheet IV-4 that excellent agreement 
between the experimental curve and the circled points obtained from the 
developed equation is obtained. A mathematical manipw.ation can be done 
which will show that the curve does not fall into the class of circles 
or ellipses. However, this is more readily noted by simply observing 
how abruptly the theoretical points on the right of the experimental 
curve drop. Neither a circle nor an ellipse could take such a path. 
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Curve Sheet IV-1 shows excellent agreement between the theoretical 
and experimental values of torque angle versus power output. At large 
values of torque angle, the torque angle determined experimentally 
increased more rapidly than that obtained from the theoretical equation 




In the· search for information regarding the three-phase reluctance 
motor, little was obtained. Possibly the -reason for this is attributable 
to the superior performance, as pertaining to power factor and efficiency, 
of the three-phase d-c excited synchronous motor. The advantage of the 
reluctance-motor is its ability to operate at synchronous speed and still 
not require · a field winding or d-c power supply. With increase of motor 
size these-· advantages become- proportionally less. 
Since the exchange forces vary greatly in the different materials of 
the ferromagnetic class, it can be readily appreciated how the performance 
of the reluctance motor can be improved by the selection of material. 
Originally it was -planned to analyze the motor quantitatively as a func-
tion of magnetic forces. However, this had to be abandoned due to the 
great complexity involved. 
The loci of current vectors indicate that some curve other than a 
circle of ellipse results with increase of load. A great amount of work 
was done in attempting to detennine the equation of the curve by assuming 
a third degree equation. Solution of these simultaneous equations became 
so tedious , as to cause abandonment in favor of the simpler second degree 
equation • ... From the latter it would appear ·that the overall reactance of 
the machine varies as the sum of a first degree and second degree function 
with respect to rotor position. 
Further research work could well be directed toward verifying the 
theoretical equation for predicting three-phase motor performance by 
experimental work on other motors, and to extend the concepts developed 
herein to the single phase reluctance motor. 
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